Skyline Hogback Preservation Campaign August 2007

Blog Entry Supports Citizen Concerns Over the Skyline Hogback Areas
Here is a blog entry that might interest you. All spelling and grammatical
errors were left intact. What you see is how this appeared on a blog site in its
original format.
This is an example of the hazards, the dangers and the city liabilities that
exist in and around the Skyline Hogback areas due in part to the lack of rules
and regulations governing use of the areas as well as to the destruction (by
those recreating) of already existing signs and fences meant to deter such
activities.
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Had an ATV accident

hope you heal up well...my brother in colorado dropped his
husky490 front wheel into cattle crossing while buzzing down
some rr tracks at about 70...compressed 5 vertabrae, cracked
3, busted helmet/concussion...he was only 'laid up' about a
week, but was mighty sore for a month or two, and
permanently lost some mobility in a couple joints. thats been
almost 15 yrs ago, and he hasnt had any trouble with it sincehe said he lost almost 1/2 inch height, still cant hardly believe
that...
Same brother/same bike a year or so earlier was riding "the
hogbacks" in canon city colorado(big hills- guessing near 100
feet), was watching some supercross type guys sailing down the
huge hills getting big airtime- he tried but shot over in third
gear and instead of landing on the downside of the hill,
pancaked it HARD on the flat. he showed me the bike- had a
engine mounting lug broken off, bent front of frame, said he
blew seals from shocks, yet he pushed it home...he still has no
clue how lucky he is.
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